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Unveiling the Master of Tea: Christian Elsing


Christian Elsing, the tea sommelier at Victoria’s Fairmont Empress Hotel, chooses an unexpected beverage to quench his thirst after a strenuous workout. Personally, Elsing likes the taste of tea… 



Read more: Unveiling the Master of Tea: Christian Elsing
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Kale and Radicchio Caesar Salad


This twist on the classic salad may be found in Elena’s brand-new cookbook. Follow the steps below to make a Kale and Radicchio Caesar Salad with a vibrant flavor… 



Read more: Kale and Radicchio Caesar Salad
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All About Ethey, Canada’s Environment-Friendly Food Delivery System


A revolutionary zero-waste food delivery system called Ethey was introduced in Canada and has recently started operating all across the country. Ethey has emerged as a locally developed solution… 



Read more: All About Ethey, Canada’s Environment-Friendly Food Delivery System
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Buffalo Trail Bison Burgers: A Mouthwatering Delight


Enjoy the mouthwatering flavors of Buffalo Trail bison burgers, a dish that marries the richness of ground bison with a tempting combination of spices.  Season 2 1/2 pounds of… 



Read more: Buffalo Trail Bison Burgers: A Mouthwatering Delight
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Enhance Your Vaping Experience with the Right Food Pairing








August 23, 2023









Vaping isn’t just about the clouds and the flavors – it’s an experience that can be elevated by pairing it with the right types of food. Just as wine enthusiasts carefully select cheeses and charcuterie to complement their drinks, vapers can enhance their enjoyment by choosing foods that harmonize with the popular iced flavour. From sweet to savory, let’s explore some of the best food pairings that can take your vaping experience to the next level.
Fruity E-Liquids with Fresh Berries
If you’re indulging …




Read More: Enhance Your Vaping Experience with the Right Food Pairing
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The Sweet Symphony of the Ambrosia Apple








June 5, 2023









The Ambrosia apple has graced many palates in the search for the ideal fruit. These apples hold a special place in the hearts of the Martin family, seventh-generation farmers from the Waterloo region, and owners of Martin’s Family Fruit Farm. 
In fact, they grow 40% of the province’s harvest of Ambrosia apples, more than any other grower in Ontario. The Martin family thinks the Ambrosia apple is the best they’ve ever seen, according to Peter Katona, director of sales and marketing at Martin.
The …




Read More: The Sweet Symphony of the Ambrosia Apple
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Discover the Delicious World of Canadian Food Instagrammers








June 3, 2023









Are you tired of scrolling through the same old food accounts on Instagram? Looking for some new ideas to spark your culinary imagination? Look nowhere else! We’ve put together a list of the top Canadian food Instagram accounts to follow.
One account that sticks out is @ify.yani, run by Ify, a former dietitian and now a food stylist and photographer. She succeeds at capturing food in a way that elicits feelings and memories because it is her passion.
Susan Keefe’s account @rhubandcod is another one that is…




Read More: Discover the Delicious World of Canadian Food Instagrammers
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About US




At Canadian Cuisine Flavours, we are passionate about sharing the histories of the great people who have shaped the Canadian food landscape. We want to explain why food is important to Canadians, from showing the skill of liquor distillers to examining the huge variety of domestic products and the skilled chefs who create culinary wonders from them.
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About Me




At Canadian Cuisine Flavours, we are passionate about sharing the histories of the great people who have shaped the Canadian food landscape. We want to explain why food is important to Canadians, from showing the skill of liquor distillers to examining the huge variety of domestic products and the skilled chefs who create culinary wonders from them.
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Newsletter




Subscribe to our email newsletter for a weekly look at the top stories in travel and photography.
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